
Application instructions for Junior Faculty positions as Associate 
Senior Lecturer and Research Fellow  
 
It is of great importance that these instructions are followed carefully to ensure that the responsible 
recruitment team and the expert advisors can make a fair evaluation. Your application should include 
the documents listed below. Only enclose documents that are relevant for the position you are 
applying for 
 

1. A cover letter  
 

2. Curriculum vitae with publication list 
A curriculum vitae should include: 
A) Contact information 
B) Higher education degree-s: year and subject of degree 
C) Doctoral degree, year-month-day, discipline, name of the thesis and name of the main 

supervisor 
D) Postdoctoral positions  
E) Experience as a leader of scientific projects 
F) Present position 
G) Previous positions 
H) Interruption in research (parental leave or other interruptions that have affected your 

possibilities to merit)  
I) Research funding both received as principal and co-applicant. It must be clearly 

noted/notified/stated/specified whether you are the principal or co-applicant of the 
announced funding.  

J) Scientific awards and recognitions.   
K) Referee Assignments (scientific journals, or equivalent.). 
L) Other scientific merits, for example active participation in international scientific 

conferences as invited speaker or moderator or other merits   
M) Other information of importance for the application.  
N) List of publications 

 
Instructions of how to specify your/the publications list (N)  
Highlight the 5 most important publications 
State the names of all authors in the order found on the publication. Applicant's name in bold. 
The essay title. State the complete name of the journal. Volume number. The first and last pages. 
Year of publication.  

• Original articles - original scientific papers published in international “peer-reviewed” 
journals. 

• Manuscripts which are under peer review in international journals 
• Review articles 
• Scientific articles in national journals. Essays published in the “Läkartidningen” and the like 

are to be stated here.  
• Correspondence”. Published “letters to the editor” in, for example, Nature, Lancet, etc. 
• Reports of scientific meetings. Brief general papers from scientific meetings. 
• Textbooks. State whether these are for are for undergraduate or graduate programs. 

Include publisher, year of publication and page references  
• Miscellaneous. International reports, etc. State title, author and activity 
• Patents 

 
 
 

3. Summary of a research plan  
Write a research proposal/plan that describes the kind of research that will be conducted, 
the expected results and importance for medical research.  
The research proposal/plan should be a summary of maximum 5 pages which includes 



information about: 
- introduction/background 
- hypothesis/research aim 
- methods and preliminary results 
- significance 

 
4.  Educational qualifications  

Write a brief description of the educational qualifications and specify which of the 
educational qualifications that should be given priority in the assessment for the 
employment 
- teaching experience 
- educational training 
- development work/educational research 
- teaching materials 
- planning/administration of teaching 

 
5. Presentation of clinical activities (when it is relevant) 

 
6. References, name and contact information to at least 2 references. References will 

be asked for in connection with the job interview invitation. We recommend that these 
references be informed in beforehand. 

 
7.  Other qualifications 
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